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7. View to South-East from Unutai Pass.

   Darails in foreground.


10. Men of Escort sent by Raja Parrick Wali.
    On extreme left Shahid of Tuggle, their commander.

11. View up Valley from Nyachit, Darèl.
    Afza gul and Shah Alam in foreground.

12. Dalgin Alp with view of Rocky Spur towards Darèl.
17. Cultivation above Dalot, Darzel.

18. View down main Darzel Valley from above Mannal. Rajkot hill in distance marked by arrow.

19. Shivakoet, looking up Shigogah Valley, Darzel.

20. Walls of Zhami Koh, Darzel.

21. View up Darzel from Raji-Koh site.

22. Top of Raji-Koh hill, looking north-west.
23. CARVED SITTING PLATFORM WITH GREY-BEARDS OF CHAKURKHU, DAREL.

24. DECORATED WOODEN ENCLOSURE OF GRAVE, SANGIAL, DAREL.

25. RĀJA PAKHTŪN WALI’S CASTLE AT JAGLŌT, TANGĪR.
Mehtarjao Shāh 'Alam seated in foreground.
26. DARÉLI HEADMEN IN ATTENDANCE AT GUMĂRE-KÓT.

27. RÁJA FAKHÍN WÁLÍ WITH TWO OF HIS KÓNS.

28. WOOD-CARVINGS AT ZIÁRAT OF DÓDÓ-KÓT, DARÉL.

Standing within arcade is Shahid of Pápat (see p. 16).
29. OLD MOSQUE AT PRÖRİ, TANGİR.
Mullah standing in front; row of religious students on right; men-at-arms on left.

30. ZIÄRAT OF SHÄHA-KHĒL BĀBA, BUILT IN CARVED TIMBER, POGUCH, DÄRĒL.

32. Ascent over rock debris to pass above Gafar Dul, Gupis.

33. Ruined fort of Birnao Köt, Tangir.

34. Forest in Sutil Valley, Tangir.

35. Street in Chaturkand Village of Mankul, Dar él.

36. Gate of Doló Köt Village, Dar él.
41. VIEW DOWN YASIN VALLEY FROM CHUMARKHAN.
Rest-house near middle of view; castle behind it among trees.

42. GROUP OF KHUSHWAQTS AND BURISH AT HONDUR, YASIN.
Raja of Hondur (Khushwaqt) with two relatives, seated; behind, Burish cultivators.
47. PANORAMIC VIEW FROM KARAMBÄR PASS TOWARDS SOUTH AND SOUTH-WEST
On left, eastern branch of Karambär glacier feeding Zhoe-sar lake; in middle, main Karambär glacier draining into Yärkhu river; on right, range overlooking Yärkhan headwaters.

48. GLACIER DESCENDING TO NORTH-WEST OF DARKOT PASS, WITH ITS WESTERN FEEDERS.
Seen from northern moraine at an elevation of cire. 13,500 feet.
52. TERMINAL PORTION OF CHILLISH GLACIER SEEN ACROSS KARIMBÄK RIVER.

53. GLACIER PUSHED ACROSS KARIMBÄK RIVER BELOW SHIVENI.

54. BRIDGE AND 'RAPIC' ON KARA-TASH RIVER AT BAKUCHAK.

55. CAMELS DESCENDING KARA-TASH RIVER GORGE AT JARA-SUNDE.
56. View eastwards across lake fed by eastern branch of Kabolbar Glacier.

57. Route of ascent to Chillinji Pass.
Pan, about 17,300 feet above sealevel, marked by arrow.

58. Ziarat of Baba-Chundi, Chapursan.

59. Fort Village of Rishit, Chapursan Valley.

60. Snout of Khuz Glacier at head of Chapursan Valley.

66. View towards Muztagh Ata from south of Heriat Valley.

67. Ruined enclosure on Chichiklin Maidân.

68. View down Tangitar Gorge from Tar Râshih.

69. On Merki or Buramal pass, looking south.

70. Ruins near Jangal Gumbaz, above Tash Kurchân River.

71. Ridge with tohri of 198âns, Togulan Shahr.
78. OUTER HILL RANGE OF T'IEH-SHAH SUNK FROM ROUTE TO VILVIL.

79. ON YARKAND RIVER BELOW NORTHERN OFFSHOOT OF CHOK-TAGH.

80. RUINS AT LAL-TAGH SITE, NORTH-EAST OF MARAL-BASHI.
81. View towards Mazar-Tagh from across Yarkand River.

82. Dunes over north end of Kum-Tagh, seen from shore of Chel Köl.

83. High sand ridges between camps XXVII-XXVIII, Taklamakan.

84. Living and dead Tamarisks in riverine jungle of Kara-Köl.

85. Market traffic on road to Maral-Bashi.

86. Kasim Arhun, Aziz Fawän, and Tokhta-Akhun.

(See pp. 82 and 93.)
97. NORTH WESTERN PORTION OF RUINED RESIDENCE, N. III, NIVA SITE, BEFORE FINAL EXCAVATION.

98. RUINED DWELLING, N. XLII, NIVA SITE, SEEN FROM NORTH IN COURSE OF CLEARING.

99. SITE OF RUIN N. XLII, NIVA SITE, SEEN FROM SOUTH-WEST BEFORE EXCAVATION.

In foreground row of dead poplars and rush fences.
100. SITE OF RUIN N. IV, NIYA SITE, SEEN FROM SOUTH-EAST.
Brokcn terraces with dead tree trunks in foreground.

101. SITE OF RUINED RESIDENCE, N. III, NIYA SITE, SEEN FROM SOUTH-WEST.

102. REMAINS OF FOOTBRIDGE ACROSS ANCIENT RIVER-BED, NIYA SITE.

103. ROOM OF ROOM IN ANCIENT RESIDENCE, N. XXVI, NIYA SITE.
(For Rustam, the man on right, see Serindia, t. p. 327.)

104. ANCIENT ARMOUR SURROUNDING TANK NEAR RUIN N. XLI, NIYA SITE.
(See Serindia, t. p. 330.)

105. MEN AT WORK ON NEW BARBAGE ACROSS FLOOD-BED ABOVE TULKUCH-GAKIM.
(See p. 111.)
106. MEN OF VASH-SHAHRI GUARDING ROUTE FROM CHARCHAN.
(See p. 159.)

107. REMAINS OF SHRINE OR STūPA AT BĀSH-KOYUMAL, SEEN FROM NORTH-WEST.

108. PACKING OF FRESCO PANELS FROM SHRINE M. V., MIRĀN SITE.
Ruined Stūpa M. VI in background.

109. WALL NEAR CENTRE OF ENCLOSURE, BĀSH-KOYUMAL.

110. MEN REMOVING FRESCO PANELS FROM WALL OF SHRINE M. V., MIRĀN SITE.

111. REMAINS OF RELIEVES IN CHAPEL AT FOOT OF STūPA, KOYUMAL.
122. Camels being loaded with ice at Uzun-Kol.

123. Ice-loads of camels being deposited at Fort L.X. Lop Desert.

124. Dwellings in new village of Miran.

125. Making of cases for fresco panels at Miran.

126. Nur Muhammad, headman of Miran, with son, in front of his house.

127. Convoy with cases of mural paintings ready to start from Miran.
(Shey-Kol with mail-bag on right.)
128. View across interior of ruined Fort L.K., Lop Desert, from east corner.


130. Wind-eroded ground outside south-west face of Fort L.K., Lop Desert.
131. PANORAMIC VIEW OF WIND-ERODED GROUND NEAR RUINED STRUCTURES. N. XLIV. NIYA SITE.
Remains of structures, N. XLIV, on terrace on right; ground occupied by ancient vineyard on extreme left.

132. REMAINS OF ANCIENT VINEYARD, WITH POSTS ONCE CARRYING TRELLIS, NEAR N. XLIV. NIYA SITE.

133. PANORAMIC VIEW OF INTERIOR OF RUINED FORT L.K., LOP DESERT, TAKEN FROM NORTH CORNER.
Remains of dwelling I in centre; timber debris of completely eroded large structure, III, in foreground; on extreme left quarters II, in course of excavation; wind-eroded terrace on right marks western corner of circumvallation.
140. Camels crossing wind-eroded ground, about 13 miles north-east of camp X, H.

141. Yardang ridges and trenches, about 15 miles north-east of camp X, H.

142. View to south-west across eroded ground beyond camp X, H.

143. Depression marking ancient river bed about 7 miles north-east of camp X, H.

144. Ancient river bed between lines of tamarisk copes, about 7 miles south of L.A. station, Lop Desert.

145. Ancient water course with living tamarisks near L.D. site, Lop Desert.
146. EFFECTS OF WIND-EROSION NEAR RUINED STUPA, L.A. XI, LOU-LAN STATION.

147. CLEARING OF REFUSE DEPOSIT BETWEEN RUINED QUARTERS, L.A. V AND L.A. VI, LOU-LAN STATION.

148. RUINED STRUCTURE, L.A. II, AND GROUND TO SOUTH, SHOWING DEAD TAMARISK GROWTH IN DEPRESSION.
152. WIND-ERODED TERRACE BEARING PORTION OF FOUNDATION OF EAST WALL, L.A. STATION.

153. ERODED TERRACES BEARING REMAINS OF FOUNDATION OF NORTH WALL, L.A. STATION.
(See p. 237, note, regarding dead tamarisk stumps.)

154. ERODED TERRACE BEARING REMNANT OF EAST WALL NEAR SOUTH-EAST CORNER, L.A. STATION.

155. LINE OF ERODED TERRACES MARKING SOUTH WALL OF L.A. STATION.

156. RUINED STŪPA, L.A. X, LOULAN STATION.
Figure of man marks original ground level.

157. NORTH END OF ERODED TERRACE BEARING FOUNDATION OF EAST WALL, L.A. STATION.
(See p. 242, note 3.)
158. WESTERN PORTION OF MESA L.C., SEEN FROM SOUTH-EAST.

159. GRAVE PIT ON TOP OF MESA L.C. AFTER CLEARING.
View obscured by effects of sand-storm.

160. VIEW ACROSS INTERIOR OF ANCIENT CASTRUM L.E., FROM NORTH.
Position of main gate marked by arrows.

161. RAMPART AT SOUTH-EAST CORNER OF ANCIENT CASTRUM L.E.,
LOP DESERT.

162. WEST RAMPART OF ANCIENT CASTRUM L.E., LOP DESERT,
SEEN FROM INSIDE NORTH GATE.

163. PORTION OF EAST RAMPART OF ANCIENT CASTRUM L.E., SEEN
FROM WITHIN.
(Man on right stands on original ground level.)
170. VIEW ACROSS TOP OF MESA L.F., LOP DESERT, SHOWING GATEWAY OF POST AND CEMETERY SITE BEYOND.

172. FIRST GRAVE OPENED ON MESA L.F., LOP DESERT, WITH LOPLIK DEGiERS.

172. HEAD OF DEAD MAN FOUND IN GRAVE L.F. 4 ON MESA L.F., LOP DESERT.
Head had been covered by canvas shroud; its edge tied into small bag is seen on left. For headrest see II. XXIX.

173. DEAD MAN FOUND IN GRAVE L.F. 4 ON MESA L.F., LOP DESERT.
Canvas shroud lifted from head. The small basket seen above head was found outside shroud in corresponding position.
174. March between salt-encrusted yardangs to south-east of camp CII, near shore of dried-up Lop SiA bed.

175. Salt-encrusted hillocks beyond find-place of Han coins, etc., between camps CI and CII.

176. Reed-beds of Altmish-Bulak seen from above westernmost spring.
181. STRIP OF BOGGY GROUND ON SALT-ENCRUSTED LOP SEA BED, CROSSED TOWARDS KUM-KUDUK.

182. CAMP CVI AT FOOT OF CLAY TERRACES OVERLOOKING EASTERNMOST BAY OF DRIED-UP LOP SEA BED.

183. CAMP CVI WITH FIRST VEGETATION REACHED ON NORTH SHORE OF DRIED-UP LOP SEA BED.
184. Mesas in ancient lacustrine basin beyond Su-lo-ho termination, looking south-west from camp CXXII.

185. Mesas in ancient lacustrine basin beyond Su-lo-ho termination, looking west from camp CXXII.

186. Mesas in ancient lacustrine basin beyond Su-lo-ho termination, looking west-north-west from camp CXXII.


188. View westwards across central part of dry lacustrine basin beyond Su-lo-ho termination.

189. Toshka Ahfûn, Niaz, Muhammad Shâh (of Charchan), and Turzi, Dak Man, returning from Kum-Kuduk.

Named from left to right.
190. NORTH-EASTERN CORNER OF TERMINAL BASIN OF SILO-AMO, WITH LINE OF LIMES AGGER, LOOKING SOUTH FROM T. IV. a.
T. IV. b  T. IV. c

191. LINE OF LIMES WALL STRETCHING EASTWARDS FROM WATCH-TOWER T. III.

192. VIEW FROM TOWER T. IV. a EASTWARDS ACROSS TERMINAL PORTION OF LIMES.

193. PETRIFIED STACK OF FASCINES OUTSIDE WATCH-STATION T. XI, TUN-HUANG LIMES.

194. WATCH-TOWER T. IV. a AT WESTERN EXTREMITY OF TUN-HUANG LIMES.

195. WATCH-TOWER T. XIII OF TUN-HUANG LIMES WITH QUARTERS CLEARED IN 1907.
213. Watch-station T. XLI o, of later date, outside limes line, north-west of Shih-Erh-Tun.

214. Watch-tower T. XLII 4, on limes line east of Shih-Erh-Tun.

215. Watch-tower T. XXXVIII 4, on limes line near An-Hsi.


217. Interior of ruined fortress Chiao-Wan-CiPeng on limes east of Bulungir.
224. Watch-tower on line of Medieval 'Great Wall', outside Yeh-Mao-Wan, Su-Chou.

225. Watch-tower XLI. II, on lime line below Mao-Mei.

226. Cave shrines, with ante-chapels exposed, near centre of Ch'ien-foo-tung site.

227. Chief of Etsin-Gol Torguts, with Mongol headmen.
240. CIRCUMVALLATION OF KHARA-KHOTO, SEEN FROM SOUTH-WEST.

241. NORTH-WESTERN CORNER OF CIRCUMVALLATION OF KHARA-KHOTO, WITH STUPAS OUTSIDE, SEEN FROM NORTH.

242. SOUTH FACE OF CIRCUMVALLATION OF KHARA-KHOTO, WITH SAND HEALED UP ON LEE SIDE.
243. WEST FACE OF CIRCUMVALLATION OF KHARA-KHOTO, WITH MUHAMMADAN TOMB AT SOUTH-WEST CORNER.

244. INTERIOR OF KHARA-KHOTO, LOOKING TOWARDS SOUTH-EAST.

245. INTERIOR OF KHARA-KHOTO, LOOKING TOWARDS NORTH-WEST.

246. WESTERN WALL OF KHARA-KHOTO, WITH BREACHES DUE TO WIND-DRIVEN SAND, NEAR SOUTH-WEST CORNER.
247. NORTH-WEST CORNER OF CIRCUMVALLATED AREA, KHARA-KHOTO, SEEN FROM WITHIN.
Arrow marks position of passage cut through north wall.

248. RUINED STUPAS BUILT ABOVE NORTH-WEST CORNER OF CIRCUMVALLATION, KHARA-KHOTO.

249. ALCOVE AT BACK OF TEMPLE K.K. I, I, KHARA-KHOTO, WITH IMAGE BASES.
250. BASTIONS GUARDING EASTERN GATE OF KHARA-KHOTO.

251. RUIN OF MUHAMMADAN TOMB, K.K. VI, KHARA-KHOTO, SEEN FROM NORTH.

252. FRONT OF MUHAMMADAN TOMB, K.K. VI, KHARA-KHOTO, FACING EASTWARD.
253. RUINED DWELLING, EAST OF K.K. IV, NEAR KHARA-KHOTO.

254. RUINS OF DWELLING, EAST OF K.K. XIV, NEAR KHARA-KHOTO.

255. REMAINS OF DWELLING, EAST OF K.K. II, NEAR KHARA-KHOTO, PARTIALLY BURIED IN Tamarisk-Gone.

256. RUINED SHRINE AND STUPA, K.K. IV, KHARA-KHOTO.

257. BASE OF DESTROYED STUPA, K.K. II, WITH DEBRIS OF STUCCO SCULPTURE, BEFORE CLEARING.

258. DEBRIS COVERING SLOPES OF BASE OF DESTROYED STUPA, K.K. II, KHARA-KHOTO.
259. Sand-smothered ridge of desert chain, south of camp.

260. Camp at Zigma Kaya spring, on route to Kao-t'ai.

261. Site of Ma-ti-ssu monastery, seen across valley.

262. Nan-shan range and villages at its foot, looking south of Nan-kou-ch'eng.

263. Temple court outside Hung Shui.

264. Temple quarters near east gate of Kao-t'ai town.
305. GORGE IN UMUR-TAGH, EASTERN most T'EN-SHAN, ABOVE BAL.

306. ASCENT IN DA-NO-P'A VALLEY ABOVE LO-P'O-P'UTZC, T'EN-SHAN.

307. MR. LI SHU-JUNG, DISTRICT MAGISTRATE OF BARKUL.

308. PAN TA-JEN WITH HIS TWO SONS, AT URUMCHI.
316. RUINED SHRINE, SIRKIP, SEEN FROM SOUTH-EAST.

317. RUINED SHRINE, SIRKIP, SEEN FROM NORTH-WEST.

318. REMAINS OF MURAL PAINTING AT HEAD OF COLOSSAL IMAGE OF BUDDHA IN NIRVĀṆA SHRINE XIII, BEJEKLİK.

319. MURAL PAINTING SHOWING COLOSSAL BUDDHA WITH FIGURES OF ADORING BODHISATTVAS, ETC., SHRINE II, BEJEKLİK.
320. JARS AND BOWLS IN WOOD OR POTTERY, ALSO FOOD TRAY, FROM FUNERARY DEPOSIT OF AST. 1, ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

321. TUMULI ABOVE TOMBS IN ANCIENT CEMETERY NEAR 'BEDAULAT'S TOWN', TURFĀN.

322. COFFIN WITH CORPSE FROM TOMB AST. 19, ASTĀNA CEMETERY
Curved wooden pedestal for funerary deposits in foreground.

323. HEAD OF COFFIN, HOLDING WRAPPED CORPSE OF MAN, FROM TOMB AST. 18, 2, ASTĀNA CEMETARY.

324. MUMMIFIED CORPSES OF MAN AND WOMAN FROM SEVENTH CENTURY TOMB, AST. 18, 1, ASTĀNA CEMETERY.

325. PAINTED STUCCO FIGURES OF MONSTERS FROM TOMB AST. 38, 2, ASTĀNA CEMETERY.
334. Spring of Singer, covered by ice-sheet.
Khiš-čagh in background.

335. Maze of short Vārgangs near Kuruk-Daryā, south of Vārdang-Bulak.

336. Burial ground, l.s., on Kuruk-Daryā.
Rows of eroded small posts mark position of graves.

337. Tamarisk cones and dead jungle on Kuruk-Daryā bed, south of Vārdang-Bulak.

338. View to south from above Bēš-Kara Choka Pass, Kuruk-Tāgh.

339. Ice-sheet covering stream near Toghrak-Bulak, Kuruk-Tāgh.
355. CHIANG SSU-HEH Bidding Farewell.

356. NOKAN BEG, Headman of Kirghiz about Great Kara Kul.

357. Valley Above Bostan-Arche.

358. View Up Sel-Dara Valley Below Eastern Heights of Sel-Tagh, from Above Altun-Mazar.
362. SEL-TÄGH OR MÜZ-TÄGH RANGE, SEEN FROM TABS-AGAR PASS.

363. CENTRAL PORTION OF SEL-TÄGH RANGE, SEEN FROM MAZÄR SEL-I-BASÍ ABO có ALTUN-MAZÄR.

364. VIEW UP BOSÍÅN-ARCHE VALLEY TOWARDS CHAKRAGHI FORTEè OF MERIDIONAL RANGE.

Afar-gal Kirkus in foreground,
360. CROSSING ROCK DEBRIS THROWN DOWN BY EARTHQUAKE NEAR PÁLÉZ, YANMAZ VALLEY.

370. VIEW DOWN BARTANG GORGE NEAR NUSUR, RISHÁN.

371. GORGE OF BARTANG RIVER, ABOVE RAUT, BLOCKED BY EARTHQUAKE.

372. SHEDAÚ LAKE FORMED BY BARRAGE THROWN DOWN BY SĀREZ EARTHQUAKE.

Newly formed lake in foreground; former river-bed buried under rock debris.
377. Rock debris thrown down by earthquake on right bank of Tashmoo River, near Palez.


379. Kirghiz camp near head of Bāsh-Gumbez Valley.


382. TRANS-ALAI RANGE SEEN FROM CAMP YAMAN-KARCHIN, ACROSS ALAI VALLEY.

383. VIEW OVER YESHLIKUL FROM BURUMAN RIDGE.
Arrow points north of Little Murjanai valley.

384. VILLAGE AND FIELDS OF SAUNAR (JASH-KURGHAN), ROŞHAN.
385. CLIFFS AND GUMBÁZ AT SURH-TÁSH, ALECHUR PÁMÍR.

386. VIEW WESTWARDS FROM DHIÁZ-KÚTÁL, ABOVE BARTANG GÖRGE.

387. ON ROOFS OF HOUSES IN SAUNÁB VILLAGE.

388. VIEW FROM HISSÁR FORT UP ÂB-I-FANJA VALLEY.

389. CROSSING BARTANG RIVER ON SKIN-RAFTS AT XUSUR.

390. JUNCTION OF TANIMÁZ AND BARTANG RIVERS AT DARDAND ABOVE SAUNÁB.
395. RUINED WALLS OF ZANGIBAR FORT, WAKHAN.

396. RUINED FORT OF HISAR, SEEN FROM NORTH-EAST.

397. HINDUKUSH PEAKS ABOVE ISHMAQ, SEEN ACROSS AB-I-PANJA.

398. KALAI-PANJA, SEEN FROM RIGHT BANK OF AB-I-PANJA.

399. VILLAGE OF WAKANG, WAKHAN.

400. ISHRASHIM AND PLATEAU TOWARDS ZEBAK, SEEN FROM NUT ACROSS AB-I-PANJA.
415. Oxus Valley, near Barshor, Gharan.

416. View down Ghund Valley near Charsim.

417. Ruined dwellings at Bidich, Shahr-Dara, Shughnan.

418. Toren and Kirghiz camp at Jaushangaz, Shughnan.

419. Glacier on Roshan side of Shitam Pass, seen from north-west.

420. Ferik-Sangai Glacier below Shisok-Lazar, Roshan.
427. View from Shitam Pass, connecting the panoramic views in Figs. 429 and 430.

428. Ice-streams joining main Shitargh glacier from south, seen from about 13,000 feet.

420. Panoramic view from Shitam Pass, about 16,000 feet above sea, between Shughnān and Hōghān, to south (left) and south-west (right).

430. Panoramic view from Shitam Pass to west (left) and north-west (right).

For photograph connecting this view with Fig. 429, see Fig. 427.

452. Sayyād Reed Huts Near Kūh-i-Khwāja.

453. North-West Corner in Court of Ruined Madrasah, Kharbīd.

454. Group of Sayyād Fishermen Anthropometrically Examined near Naizār.
455. RUINS OF GHÂGHÂ-SHAHR AND KOK-I-ZÂL, KÔH-I-KHWĀJA, SEEN FROM EAST.

456. RUINED SITE OF GHÂGHÂ-SHAHR, KÔH-I-KHWĀJA, LOOKING EASTWARDS FROM ROUTE TO HILLTOP.

Reed-covered marshes of Hâmûn seen in distance.
469. MIR MUHAMMAD, TUKKU TURKOMAN, AT FARIMAN.

470. NICHES WITH PAINTED STUCCO DECORATION, MADRASAH OF KHARGIRD.

471. EASTERN AISLE OF ENTRANCE HALL, GHAGHA-SHAHR.

472. BUTTRESSES OF TERRACE WALL, NORTH OF QUADRANGLE, GHAGHA-SHAHR.

Arrows point to where Doric capitals of semi-engaged columns were hidden by later masonry.
473. ROCK ISLAND OF KŌH-I-KHWĀJA, SEEN FROM EAST ACROSS HĀMŪN.
Arrow points to position of ruined site, Ghāgha-shahr.

474. RUINS OF KŌH-I-ZĀL ON KŌH-I-KHWĀJA.

475. VIEW ACROSS TOP OF KŌH-I-KHWĀJA, WITH GRAVES AND ZIĀRATS, FROM KŌH-I-ZĀL.
470. RUIN OF FORTIFIED POST, R.R. V, SEEN FROM SOUTH.
In foreground line of late canal.

480. SOUTH FACE OF RUINED PORT, BURJ-I-CHÁKAR (R.R. IV).

481. RUINED PORT OF BURJ-I-CHÁKAR (R.R. IV), SEEN FROM NORTH-EAST.
482. VIEW TOWARDS ZAMIDĀN SITE FROM KALĀ-I-TĪMŪR.
Eroded wall of enclosure of Kalā-i-Tīmūr in foreground.

483. MAIN CIRCUMVALLATION OF KALĀ-I-GIRD SEEN FROM SOUTH-WEST.

484. RUIN OF FORTIFIED MANSION NEAR BULAI, SĪSTĀN, SEEN FROM SOUTH.
485. Ruined Post, R.R. XVII, seen from South-West face of outer enclosure.

486. Ruins of Atish-gah site, seen from East.
Arrow marks remnant of main structure.

487. Quarters, outside fortified post, R.R. XVII, after excavation.
488. MAIN RUIN OF ATISH-GAH SITE, SEEN FROM SOUTH.

489. RUINS ON AKHIR-I-RUSTAM MOUND NEAR HAUZDAR, SEEN FROM SOUTH-WEST.

490. RUINED DWELLINGS WITHIN KUNDAR VILLAGE.

491. RUINED ROTUNDA OUTSIDE P AI-KASH-I-RUSTAM SEEN FROM SOUTH-EAST.

492. RUINED POST, R.R. XII, SEEN FROM SOUTH.

493. ROOM CLEARED AT ENTRANCE OF RUINED POST, R.R. XX.